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ABSTRACT

The issue of multicast of broadband, real-time data in a heterogeneous environment, in which the data recipients differ in their reception abilities, is considered. Traditional multicast schemes, which are designed to deliver all the source data to all recipients, offer limited performance in such an environment, since they must either force the source to overcompress its signal or restrict the destination population to those who can receive the full signal. We present an approach for resolving this issue by combining hierarchical source coding techniques, which allow recipients to trade off reception bandwidth for signal quality, and sophisticated routing algorithms that deliver to each destination the maximum possible signal quality. The field of hierarchical coding is briefly surveyed and new multicast routing algorithms are presented. The algorithms are compared in terms of network utilization efficiency, lengths of paths, and the required mechanisms for forwarding packets on the resulting paths.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Distributing information to multiple recipients, also known as multicast, is an important service that broadband networks will be required to provide for many applications, such as multimedia teleconferencing, remote collaboration, distributed database updating, and distribution of weather and stock market information [1]. However, despite the recognized need for multicast service, surprisingly little has been developed to provide it. At the physical level, high-speed switch fabrics were designed that can replicate an incoming packet and deliver it to multiple output ports [2, 3]. At the network layer, a few algorithms for computing a multicast tree from a source to multiple destinations and protocols for datagram multicasting were reported [4]. Limited versions of the datagram multicast have been recently implemented and tested on the T1-based DARTnet. At the transport level, most of the effort thus far has been in the theoretical design of mechanisms for reliable transmission to multiple recipients and in the analysis of their properties [5, 6, 7]. Some of these ideas were used in the design of the XTP protocol [8], which has a multicast mode. Other popular protocols, most notably TCP [9], do not provide multicast service.

The inefficiency of existing multicast protocols when operating in a heterogeneous environment stems from their basic design assumption that all recipients must receive all the information emitted by the source. However, this may not always be feasible or even desirable, especially when the multicast information is broadband, which requires wide channels and capable user-terminal equipment. The users in this heterogeneous environment are expected to differ greatly in the end devices they employ and the network-access bandwidth available to them. Thus, when a source distributes a broadband signal to multiple users, not all of them are willing or capable of receiving the complete signal. Many users can or are content to receive only a subset of the information contained in the multicast signal. An example for such a scenario is video distribution. Some users with wideband access, high-resolution displays, and powerful processors can receive and process the complete high-resolution color video signal. Others, with simpler displays or lower-bandwidth access that makes them capable of receiving only part of the signal, may prefer to receive, say, only black-and-white, low-resolution video rather than no video at all. Similarly, in voice communication, some users may settle for low-rate synthetic speech without speaker recognition when they cannot receive the complete digital speech signal.
Moreover, users may still differ in the signal levels they receive, even if they have similar access bandwidth and terminals. In multimedia teleconferencing, for example, users who send and receive multiple streams representing the various media may not be able to obtain the full bandwidth needed to communicate all these media simultaneously. Consequently, individual users must choose signals they want to emphasize, and these choices are likely to change with time and from user to user, reflecting an individual user focusing on different media at different times.

Multicast in a heterogeneous environment is illustrated in Figure 1, where the source generates a broadband signal that has to be delivered to four terminals. Two of the terminals (T1 and T2) can accept and display the complete broadband signal (say, high-resolution, full-motion video), while the others (T3 and T4) can receive only a limited version of the signal, say black-and-white video. The network comprises broadband (thick lines) and narrowband (thin lines) links, which in our example have bandwidth sufficient to deliver the full signal and its limited version, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 1, only T2 has both the capability and the broadband path needed to receive the full signal. Terminal T1 is constrained to the limited version of the signal by link (A, 3), whereas T3, though it has a broadband path, can accept only a limited signal. Terminal T4 is limited by both the network and its own capability.
Using a datagram multicast routing protocol in combination with a multicast transport protocol, which attempt to deliver the whole traffic stream to all the recipients, results in great inefficiencies and even a failure of a multicast session in a heterogeneous environment. The source, forced to emit traffic at a rate dictated by the least capable recipient [8], faces a serious dilemma: it can over compress (and hence distort) the signal to accommodate the least capable users, thereby penalizing the more capable recipients who end up receiving signal quality much lower than they desire and can accept. Alternatively, the source may exclude the more limited destinations that cannot receive its full signal, thereby reducing the number of recipients that can participate in the session. Furthermore, both alternatives require the source to adapt each new session, or even in mid-session, to the needs and constraints set by both the network and the set of multicast recipients. Even small changes in either of these, such as the addition of a new destination with limited capacity or a link failure, may require the source to drastically change its mode of operation, thereby causing the recipients to experience fluctuating received signal quality. Having to adapt to time-varying signal quality forces the recipients to employ more complex software than the would use under constant or predictable received quality.

Since heterogeneous environments are expected to be common in broadband networks, the aforementioned features of existing protocols greatly inhibit information distribution. Furthermore, since recipient population may vary from session to session, and even during a session, the rate of traffic delivery is expected to fluctuate, resulting in an inconsistent service level. In this paper we outline an approach for multicast in a heterogeneous environment, which is responsive to source and recipients' traffic demands, and provides stable service and efficient utilization of network resources. In the framework of the example depicted in Figure 1, users' and networks' constraints dictate that T2 receive the full signal, whereas T1, T3, and T4 only its limited version. Furthermore, efficient network utilization requires that link \((B, C)\) carries only the signal's narrowband version, since that link does not lead to any broadband recipient.

In this paper we present an approach for providing such a service by integrating:

1. Hierarchical source coding, in which different subsets of the source's stream represent the signal at corresponding quality level. Such coding allows users and networks to trade off bandwidth for reception quality.
2. Enhanced multicast routing protocols that take into consideration the recipients' bandwidth constraints and available link capacities.

The combination of these two areas results in several advantages. Firstly, having the source emit to the networks a single (full) representation of its signal has the effect of reducing congestion levels in the vicinity of the source. Moreover, the source has to perform much less processing, and the variations in user population are transparent to the source, thereby increasing the session's stability. Secondly, incorporating the network and user's constraints in the route computation and data replication, leads to better utilization of network resources.

In the following we discuss these two aspects of hierarchical multicast. Section 2 provides a brief overview of existing hierarchical coding techniques, which can be used for multicast in heterogeneous environment. The networking aspects of the problem, which are much less developed than source coding, are the main focus of this paper. In Section 3 we present an algorithm for computing the bandwidth available to all destinations and several approaches for using this information to obtain the required sets of routes. In Section 4 we discuss methods for forwarding packets along the sets of routes so obtained, and Section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2 HIERARCHICAL CODING

Hierarchical coding is a term for a family of signal-representation techniques, in which the source information, most commonly a digital, real-time signal, is partitioned into substreams, each of which represents a well-defined portion of the signal. The substreams, also known as layers, are so constructed that Substream 1 (the lowest layer) carries the elements that are essential for reconstruction of the signal by the receiver, albeit at low quality. For example, Layer 1 may contain timing, synchronization, and frame information, as well as the bits required to display a black-and-white video. Alternatively, Layer 1 may contain the odd-numbered frames, so that it allows a recipient to reconstruct the video at the original resolution but at half the frame rate, resulting in a less-smooth video. Layer \( i \) \( (i > 1) \) contains information that improves the reception quality over that obtained by Layers 1, 2, \ldots, \( i - 1 \).
Extensive research has been conducted on hierarchical encoding, which is also known as pyramidal, layered, or subband encoding, especially for speech and video signals. The first hierarchical coding scheme was designed for speech transport over packet-switching integrated networks [10]. In this technique, the lowest layer contains the most significant bits of the digital representation of the speech signal, and Layer $i$ contains bits of lower significance than Layer $i - 1$, but of higher significance than those in Layer $i + 1$. In this case, Layer $i$ improves the signal quality at the receiver, if and only if all layers below it are received as well.

Hierarchical speech coding can also be based on recently developed speech compression algorithms. In particular, the following algorithms are suitable for integration into a pyramidal encoding algorithm:

- **LPC10** [11] 2.4 kbps: Generates 10 LPC filter coefficients
- **CELP** [12] 4.8 kbps: Uses the same filter coefficients and adds filter excitation information (from a codebook)
- **RELP** [13] 9.6 kbps: Uses the speech synthesized above and adds an encoded representation of the error ("residual").

The integration of these three algorithms into a hierarchical encoding method is made possible by the fact that each algorithm is based upon a 10-order linear predictive coder (LPC). There are small differences in the algorithms, such as the frame interval at which the LPC coefficients are updated, and the interval at which the excitation signal is updated; however, these can be reconciled by deferring to the lower rate coding when there are differences. This would tend to produce the best possible quality for the low rate codes, while sacrificing some quality at the higher rates.

While some of the hierarchical speech coding techniques are also applicable for video, several other hierarchical coding techniques have been developed that exploit the unique features of the video signal, which comprises a sequence of frames, with intraframe spatial correlation and interframe temporal correlation. We describe below one of the numerous hierarchical coding schemes that can be found in the literature, with emphasis on features that impact signal transmission over a network.

In this example, a basic video encoding technique called *conditional replenishment* is utilized to generate a variable bit rate (VBR) stream, based on which a receiver reconstructs a video signal of constant quality [14]. This video coding scheme, however,
is sensitive to bit errors and data loss, implying that quality may be severely affected when such a stream is transmitted over a packet-switching network. To overcome this problem, the video stream is partitioned into two substreams:

1. The first layer contains essential video information such as synchronization pulses and address changes, as well as basic video data. Receiving this part alone allows the receiver to obtain a low-quality video signal. Since this information is vital, its integrity is guaranteed by a reliable transfer protocol.

2. The second layer contains "add-on" information, which improves the quality of the received video. This information is sent over the network over shared links, which results in packet loss. However, the video signal is separated in such a way that losses in the second part do not affect the quality of the first part.

This scheme is implemented with 110 – 120 kbps for the complete video signal, of which 24 kbps are devoted to the first layer. When both parts of the signal suffer no losses, the picture quality is dependent only on the coding parameters of the second part. As the loss rate of the second part increases, the video exhibits graceful degradation in quality. Even at 100% packet loss rate for the second layer, the signal exhibits reasonable quality, despite being somewhat impaired by smearing and block structure distortion.

It is interesting to note that the emerging standard for video compression, named MPEG [15], also generates a hierarchically structured signal. Every eighth frame is a reference frame containing the complete set of parameters needed for frame reconstruction at the receiver, whereas other frames (the interframes) carry only information about changes from these reference frames. Receiving only the reference frames (which constitute the lowest layer) results in a low-quality video, which is improved as more interframes are received.

As mentioned above, much simpler hierarchical video representations can be devised. For example, the lowest layer may comprise the odd-numbered frames, whereas the second layer comprises the even-numbered frames. Alternatively, the lowest layer can contain the black-and-white video components, while the color information is embedded in higher layers.

As this discussion demonstrates, hierarchical coding techniques for real-time traffic already exist. Moreover, hierarchical representation is not just for real-time traffic.
Weather information and stock market updates are just two examples for traffic types that can be received at different levels of detail based on users' constraints and interest.

There are, however, still some design and implementation issues to be addressed. Most notably, one should devise the best methods to partition a signal into layers from signal quality and error performance points of view and methods for layered-based packetization. These issues, however, are beyond the scope of this paper.

3 MULTICAST ROUTING OF HIERARCHICALLY ENCODED DATA

Having encoded its signal hierarchically, the source packetizes the signal so that each packet carries bits from a single layer. The source emits these packets to the network, which has the responsibility of transferring them to the multicast destinations. To that end the network computes a set of routes from the source to all destinations and forwards the packets along those routes. Since the source emits a single copy of each packet, the forwarding task also includes packet replication.

As discussed above, it is expected that, due to variations in congestion, not all destinations are reachable by paths that have sufficient bandwidth to carry the full signal. And even when such paths are available, terminal constraints may prevent certain destinations from receiving the complete set of signal-hierarchy layers.

Under these circumstances, computing routes for hierarchical multicast is more complex than in traditional datagram multicast routing. The latter aims at distributing all datagrams to all destinations, and it usually assumes that all network links have sufficient capacity for carrying all datagrams. Such multicast routing therefore amounts to finding a tree that spans all destinations and has some optimality properties, such as minimum total cost or shortest path to each destination. For example, when a unit link cost is assumed, that minimum spanning cost tree amounts to the smallest number of links in the tree, and shortest path is translated into minimum hop count on each path.

In the case under study here, we are interested in finding paths that can accommodate traffic streams with non-negligible throughput compared to link capacities,
so that each destination receives the best signal level possible. The set of routes should be efficient, from the standpoint of both network utilization and end-user performance. In particular, we define the following routing objectives:

1. Each destination receives the number of layers it requests or the maximum number the network bandwidth allows, whichever is smaller.

2. The network is efficiently utilized, so that no link carries more traffic than is actually delivered to the destinations on the paths of which that link is a part.

3. The paths are optimal with respect to user performance or cost. For example, if a delay is a critical factor, the shortest path that can deliver the traffic to a given destination is used.

We now proceed to describe how these requirements can be fulfilled. We begin by describing an algorithm for computing maximum bandwidth available to all destinations. Subsequently, routes with these capacities are determined.

3.1 Network model

In the model we use, the network is represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ and $E$ are the sets of nodes and links, respectively. Each link $(i,j) \in E$ is characterized by its available capacity $b_{(i,j)}$. The available capacity of the path $\{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\}$ is defined as $\min_j \{b_{(i_j,i_{j+1})}\} \leq j \leq n - 1$.

To extend the model to also incorporate destination's bandwidth requirements, the graph $G$ is augmented by $N$ links and $N$ nodes, where $N$ is the number of multicast destinations. For each destination $d$, which is connected to node $e$ of the original graph and requires arrival at rate $W_d$, a node $d$ and a link $(e,d)$ are added with the link capacity $b_{(e,d)} = W_d$.

The source's signal is encoded into $K$-layer hierarchy, where Layer 1 (the lowest layer) represents the basic signal and Layer $i$ ($1 < i \leq K$) provides improvement over the quality of the signal constructed from Layers $1, 2, \ldots, i - 1$. The $i$th layer of the hierarchy is assumed to require path bandwidth of $L_i$; thus, to receive the signal at
Level \( i \), a destination must receive a signal of bandwidth \( W_i = \sum_{j=1}^{i} L_j \). The terminal requirements mentioned above are assumed to match these \( W_i \)'s.

The objective of the multicast routing is to compute the maximum number of signal layers that can be delivered to each destination and to find efficient routes over which such traffic can be delivered.

### 3.2 Maximum bandwidth computation

Given the aforementioned model, we use a Dijkstra-like algorithm to compute the maximum bandwidth to all destinations. The algorithm begins by labeling the source, say Node 1, by \( B_1 = \infty \), and all other nodes are temporarily labeled by zero, i.e., \( B_1' = 0 \). The label values represent the maximum path capacity from the source to each of the nodes. The algorithm's first step is to assign to all 1's neighbor nodes temporary labels according to \( B_1' = b(x,1) \). The node with the maximum label value, say Node 2, is assigned a permanent label \( B_2 = B'_2 \). The temporary labels of 2's neighbor nodes are then modified according to:

\[
B_i' := \max\{B_i', \min\{B_2', b(2,1)\}\}
\]

That is, the capacity of the path from 1 to \( i \) through 2 is the maximum between its previous label and the path capacity through 2. After this temporary labeling, the node with the maximum temporary label is permanently labeled (i.e., converting \( B_i' \) to \( B_i \)). The process repeats itself, where in a typical step the node with the largest temporary label is permanently labeled, and the temporary labels of all its neighbors are accordingly modified. The algorithm stops when the last node of the graph is permanently labeled. It can be shown that a node's permanent label so assigned has a value that equals the maximum path capacities from the source to that node.

It is interesting to note that this algorithm assigns permanent label values in a non-decreasing sequence. Consequently, once the algorithm computes permanent labels for all the multicast destination nodes and those nodes with labels not strictly smaller than the smallest destination label, there is no path through unassigned nodes that can carry enough layers of the signal hierarchy needed for a destination. That is, if it is necessary for all the layers directed to a given destination to be routed on the same path, the algorithm can stop after it assigns the first label strictly smaller than the
smallest destination label. However, if layers are allowed to be carried over different paths, the algorithm stops once it assigns the first permanent label $B_j < \min L_i$.

We now proceed to describe how maximum bandwidth paths are constructed.

3.3 Labeler-based tree

The simplest way to convert the output of the aforementioned algorithm to a set of maximal bandwidth routes is to use the tree that is defined by the set of links connecting nodes with the nodes through which they acquire their permanent label. This is similar to traditional multicast routing in which a shortest path tree is defined by the labeling order.

From the algorithm description it is clear that this labeler-tree is constructed by first building the subtree that carries the maximum number of layers, then extending it by adding, in stages, lower and lower bandwidth links. Each extension includes only nodes that have not been permanently labeled thus far, thereby retaining the tree structure. A path in this tree thus has the property that the link bandwidth is a non-decreasing function of the distance in hops from the source. Thus, each path is guaranteed to have sufficient bandwidth to the destination to which it leads.

There are two issues with this scheme:

- It does not tell us how many signal layers each link should carry.
- The paths it generates are not necessarily the shortest among those with the same maximum bandwidth.

To demonstrate the first issue, consider Figure 2, in which Node 1 is the source and Nodes 2, 3, 4, 5 are the destinations. Suppose that the source's signal hierarchy consists of two layers: the lowest layer requires 1 unit of link capacity, while the full signal requires 3 units. In this figure thick (thin) lines represent link capacity of 3 (1). The tree constructed by this algorithm contains all the thick links plus links $(B, 3)$ and $(C, 5)$. Node 4 may be connected to either $A$, $B$, or $C$. It is clear that Node 5 can receive only the lowest layer. Notice, however, that link $(B, C)$ that appears in the tree with capacity 3 need not carry the full signal since it does not lead to
a destination that can receive it. Therefore, it will be a waste of bandwidth if that link carries the full signal. However, the algorithm as described above does not tell us when to filter the source’s signal in order to get more efficient utilization of link capacities. To rectify this deficiency, we modify the algorithm as described below.

The second issue, namely the non-shortest paths, is due to the fact that a node’s permanent label is assigned regardless of the distance from the source of the neighboring node. For example, Node 4 is equally likely to be labeled by A, B, or C. We discuss how to select shorter paths later in the paper, but first we consider the issue of efficient link utilization.

3.4 Enhancements of the labeler-tree

To increase the link-utilization efficiency of the labeler-based maximum bandwidth tree, we begin with the leaves and progress toward the source in the following manner: First, select a destination that has an assigned bandwidth lower than the maximum, (say, Node 3 in Figure 2). Follow its tree path to the source and reduce any link bandwidth to the destination bandwidth. Continue this operation until the path meets a node with an outgoing link of higher bandwidth than that of the selected destination (Node B). At that point, select another destination (say, Node 5) and continue the procedure (this time reducing the bandwidth assignment of (B,C)). Leaves that are not multicast destinations can be assigned bandwidth requirement of 0 so that the algorithm can handle all tree leaves in a uniform manner. Once all the children of a tree node have been treated in this manner, that node is assigned the largest bandwidth of all of its children (in our example, capacity 1 for Node B) and the bandwidth reduction continues from this node toward the source. The bandwidth reduction algorithm handles each tree link exactly once.

Notice, however, that since the paths are assigned based on maximum bandwidth, this “bandwidth trimming” procedure may cause a tree path to a destination to be longer than other paths to that destination with the same bandwidth. For example, the route through the subtree to Node 5 \((1 - A - 2 - B - C - 5)\) is longer than \((1 - A - 4 - C - 5)\), and both have the same capacity.

The labeling procedure can be modified to obtain somewhat shorter paths. This is accomplished by selecting for a permanent label, among all nodes with maximum
bandwidth, the node and a labeler that will result in the shortest distance from the source. That is, each node of the set with maximum temporary label, which has more than one potential node through which its permanent label can be assigned, selects the one closest to the source to acquire that label. The temporarily labeled node closest to the source is assigned a permanent label. For example, in Figure 2, the order of labeling is $A, 2, B, C$ (broadband), then $4, 5, 3$ are candidates for permanent label. Node 4 is assigned first since it has the shortest path from the source through $A$. Then the assignment order is 3, 5.

Although this modification improves the distance to 4, it does not provide the shortest route to 5, since Node $C$ was assigned a permanent label (with distance 4) before Node 4 (distance 2), thereby locking 5 out of a shorter path it has through 4.

### 3.5 Constructing an efficient tree in stages

To rectify this problem, we modify the above algorithm so that it incorporates bandwidth trimming more often. This can be done by first considering the links with available bandwidth $W_K$, i.e., those that can carry the full signal, and then constructing a shortest-path spanning tree using only these links. If this spanning tree reaches all destinations of our multicast sessions, the procedure ends with all destinations capable of receiving the full signal. Otherwise, the tree must be expanded with links of $W_{K-1}$ to additional destinations that can receive only $K - 1$ layers of the source signal. For example, in Figure 2 this first step produces a tree with Nodes 1, $A, 2, B, C$, and the thick links connecting them.

However, before extending the tree, we observe that the subtree we have already constructed using the links with $W_K$ may contain overutilized links. These are the links that do not lead to a destination after the first step; therefore, the path to any destination they may lead to in future steps must contain a lower-bandwidth link, thereby restricting the path's bandwidth below $W_K$. These overutilized links must therefore be eliminated from the highest-bandwidth spanning tree, which is done as follows. We select a tree leaf that is not a multicast destination, and delete the tree link leading to it. We then consider the reduced tree and repeat the operation until there are no leaves that are not destinations. The resulting tree is the basis for the expansion. In our example, Nodes $C$ and $B$ are not destinations; therefore, links $(2, B)$ and $(B, C)$ are deleted from the tree.
To expand the tree, we first consider all the links with available bandwidth $W_K$, which are not included in the tree, as having an available bandwidth of $W_{K-1}$. We join them with the rest of the links with bandwidth $W_{K-1}$ and expand the spanning tree, so that paths with shortest distance from the source are obtained to all the nodes reachable by this additional set of links. Again, in our example, links $(2, B)$ and $(B, C)$ are now becoming thin links and are used to expand the tree along with the other thin links. We again eliminate the links that do not lead to a destination, and reassess their capacity as $W_{K-2}$. We continue in this manner until all the multicast destinations are reached.

3.6 Maximum-bandwidth shortest paths

The tree expansion procedure described above involves a trade-off. Recall that the input to the first expansion, is the set of links with $W_{K-1}$ and the $W_K$ spanning tree with minimum distance assigned to each of its nodes. In the expansion we either do or do not allow changes in the distances of the first tree. A node of the $W_K$ tree may change its distance when a link of $W_{K-1}$ completes a cycle. Since we do not want to eliminate the $W_K$ links in the first tree (since they provide the broadband path to that node), we may either allow the $W_{K-1}$ link to be added, thereby closing loops and destroying the tree structure, or we may not allow the inclusion of those links, in which case the resulting paths to the $W_{K-1}$ nodes may not be the shortest. As an example of such a situation, consider the graph in Figure 2, in which Nodes 2, C
and 5 are the destinations. The path to Node C is 1 - A - 2 - B - C, on which the complete signal is delivered. When extending the path to Node 5, we face the following situation: using the previous path and extending it by (C, 5) preserves the tree structure. However, the path 1 - A - 4 - C - 5 is shorter yet delivers the same bandwidth to Node 5; therefore it is preferable, but it destroys the tree structure of the paths!

Computing these maximum-bandwidth, shortest paths to all destinations is accomplished through the following steps:

1. Compute a spanning tree using the links that can support the full signal, i.e., those with capacity of at least \( W_K \). Eliminate all links that do not lead to multicast destinations.

2. Consider all links of capacity \( W_K \) as having capacity \( W_{K-1} \) and compute a spanning tree using the links with capacities \( W_{K-1} \). Eliminate all links that do not lead to multicast destinations that were not included in the previous step.

3. The \( i \)-th step computes a spanning tree of all links with capacity of at least \( W_{K-i+1} \) and eliminates all links that do not lead to multicast destinations that were not included in the previous steps.

The maximum-bandwidth, shortest routes are the union of these trees. A node belongs to the first tree in which it is included in the above algorithm.

3.7 Separate tree for each layer

The previous algorithm results in a union of \( K \) spanning trees, the \( i \)-th of which has the capacity to carry the first \( K - i + 1 \) layers of the signal. That is, each node gets all the signal layers delivered to it on the path on the tree that contains that node. The advantage of this technique is that all the layers to a given node follow the same path, thereby reducing the risk of out-of-order packet arrival. However, as we discuss in the next section, this scheme results in complications in forwarding and somewhat inefficient network utilization.
If we allow different layers of the hierarchy to reach a destination through different paths, more efficient routes can be established. In this approach, we still compute $K$ spanning trees; however, the $i$-th spanning tree carries only the packets belonging to Layer $i$, i.e., the $i$-th tree has capacity of $L_i$ rather than $W_{K-i+1}$. Also, unlike the previous procedures, here we begin with the lowest layer. The algorithm first uses all links that can carry the lowest layer, i.e., they have capacity of at least $L_1$. It then computes a min-hop spanning tree and eliminates all links that do not lead to multicast destinations, and reduces the available capacity of the links that belong to this tree by $L_1$.

All links that can carry Layer 2 (i.e., have available capacity of at least $L_2$) are then used to construct a second min-hop spanning tree; nodes that are not destinations in the first step are excluded; and the available capacity of the participating links is reduced by this amount. After the algorithm goes through $K$ steps in this manner, the $K$ spanning trees are established.

The advantage of this approach over the previous one is that no node sees a given layer more than once. The disadvantage is, of course, that packets of different layers, which follow different paths, are likely to arrive at the destination not in their original order, thereby requiring additional resequencing buffers at the destinations.

4 PACKET FORWARDING

In the previous section we described three methods for providing a set of paths from a source of hierarchical data to its multicast destinations. These methods were: (1) a single tree, with path bandwidth non-increasing from source to destination; (2) shortest paths of maximum bandwidth, which do not necessarily form a tree, in which all layers needed for its destination follow the same path; and (3) a set of trees, one for each layer of the hierarchy. Each of those techniques requires a different method for forwarding the packets and processing them at the network nodes.

In the first approach, the routes form a tree rooted at the source, with each tree link assigned a number of layers to carry. In this case, packet forwarding is done in a manner similar to traditional multicasting. All the packets belong to one session, and each carries in its header its session ID and the signal layer to which it belongs. The source emits the full-hierarchy packetized signal into the tree root. Each tree
node is knowledgeable about the tree branches leaving it and the number of layers they should carry. Consequently, a network node filters the packet sequence, arriving at it from its parent node on the tree by replicating packets based on their layer affiliation and the capacity assignment of the outgoing links. Notice that this method requires processing comparable to that of traditional multicast in which all packets are replicated on all outgoing tree links. This method also delivers packets to each destination in sequence. However, as we observed before, the forwarding simplicity of this approach comes at the cost of some longer routes, especially to destinations that received only low layers of the hierarchy, since in this approach their routes are derived from those with wider bandwidth rather than computed for the narrowband destinations.

In the second approach, with its set of maximum-bandwidth, shortest-path trees, each node is reached by a maximum-bandwidth shortest path that carries all the signal layer directed to it. As such, it combines both sequential delivery and minimum delay. However, packet forwarding is more complicated under this approach, and the network is less efficiently utilized. This is a result of the fact that each tree carries a set of layers, and since trees may cross or even overlap, duplicate packets of the same layers can arrive at network nodes from several tree parent nodes. Session ID and layer affiliation are not sufficient for forwarding packets since the outgoing links a packet is forwarded to also depend on the tree on which the packet arrives. Moreover, if two trees overlap and duplicate packets are not filtered out, links may carry more traffic than is necessary, i.e., the network is not efficiently utilized. If nodes forward only one copy of each packet on any outgoing link, packets may be forwarded out of order when packets of different layers arrive at different times to a node. One may argue that each tree should be assigned a different session ID to help in forwarding at tandem nodes; however, this approach does not solve the issue of inefficient utilization and out-of-order arrival.

The third approach seems surprisingly easy to manage. Since each layer is carried on a separate tree, layer affiliation amounts to a session ID. Each node is informed about the outgoing links of each tree and replicates the corresponding packets on all of these links in a manner similar to the traditional multicast. By design, no link carries more than one copy of a given layer, thereby resulting in efficient network utilization. The disadvantage is, of course, out-of-order arrival of packets of different layers, since those are carried on different paths.
5 CONCLUSION

We have outlined a novel approach for multicasting in a heterogeneous network environment. The approach is based on hierarchically encoded source signal and protocols for delivery of layers of the hierarchy to the destinations based on their individual constraints and bandwidth access. We have found in the literature a number of hierarchical coding techniques for a number of real-time signals, most notably speech and video. Similar techniques can be developed for other traffic types.

Focusing on the networking issues of multicasting hierarchical data, we presented several approaches for creating routes that provide each recipient with maximum bandwidth possible or desirable under its individual circumstances. These routing protocols are more complex than the spanning tree algorithms used in traditional multicast, and they also result in trade-offs in network utilization, forwarding complexity, and quality of service (delay, ordered arrival) as seen by the end user.

More issues still exist in the transport and higher levels of the protocol architecture. Those issues will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.
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